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 generation. His book is specially interesting when it deals with the people, and
 their peculiar mixture of barbarism and European culture is brought home to
 the reader. If the author descends at times to almost trivial detail, his light
 descriptive style makes his work easy to read, while the illustrations are excellent,
 and the coloured maps of the republic and of the vicinity of Port au Prince are
 very fair.
 'Brazil in 1910.' By J. C. Oakenfull. (Devonport: privately printed, 1910.
 Pp. 280. Maps and Illustrattions.) A useful handbook to the republic, completely
 brought up to date since the exhaustion of the first edition, which appeared under
 the title of 'Brazil in 1909.' It should be found especially useful on the economic
 conditions and possibilities of the country, and the descriptive parts are clear and
 terse. The illustrations suffer from poor reproduction, and with the dedication
 we could well have dispensed.
 POLAR REGIONS.
 DR. O. NORDENSIKJOLD ON THE POLAR WORLD.
 O. Nordenskjold, ' Die Polarwelt und ihre Nachbarliander.' Leipzig and Berlin:
 Tenbner. 1909. Pp. vii. + 220. 77 figs. 8m.
 Dr. )Otto Nordenskjold, the leader of the Swedish Antarctic Expedition, has
 undertaken extensive travel in both the Arctic and Antarctic regions. In 1907 he
 gave a course of popular lectures on the Polar world to the University of Gottenburg;
 and he has now issued a short work based upon these lectures, describing the chief
 features of the Polar and sub-Polar lands, and explaining some of their most interesting
 and instructive lessons. The book is essentially popular in style, gives no references
 and mentions but few authorities. It is not a complete synopsis of existing know-
 ledge of the Polar regions, but a sketch, dealing especially with those areas which
 Dr. Nordenskjold has himself explored. Its main value is as a personal statement
 of its author's conclusions on many of the interesting geographical and geological
 problems, of which the Polar regions may give the solution. It is illustrated by a
 well-selected series of instructive photographs, but the only map is of part of
 Patagonia.
 The book describes the chief lands along tle Arctic Circle including Greenland,
 Iceland, Spitsbergen, north-western Europe, Siberia, Alaska and northern Canada.
 There is a short account of the result of recent Antarctic research, and a relatively
 fuller description of Patagonia. The geographical descriptions are necessarily brief,
 but they include the chief points in the topography, ethnography and glacial
 geology. The author devotes especial attention to the glacial phenomena and the
 light they throw on the former glaciation of north-western Europe. He shows that
 most sub-Polar lands once had more extensive glaciers than at present, and attributes
 the former greater development of the ice to a world-wide climatic change. He
 appears to attach undue value to the identification and evidence of fossil leaves as an
 ~ndication of former climates. Thus he figures two leaves of Araucaria from
 Seymour island and describes them as " subtropical"; but those very adaptable
 trees, the monkey's puzzle and the Norfolk island pine, are not necessarily sub-
 tropical, as is shown by their flourishing growth respectively in northern Scotland
 and southern New Zealand, under conditions which are sub-polar rather than sub-
 tropical. Dr. Nordenskjold's comparative illustration of Arctic and sub-Antarctic
 localities shows their striking resemblance, and amongst other interesting points of
 comparison is the recent extinction of such animals as the Grypotherium, of which
 the remains have been found in the cave of Patagonia, and of the mammoth and
 rhinoceros in Siberia. He discusses the probable formation of the ice in which
 the Siberian mammoths were entombed, and indicates the difficulties in regarding
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 it as due to the freezing of flood waters or swamps. He is disposed to accept his
 compatriot Arrhenius' theory of the cause of the former extension of the glaciers;
 but he recognizes that extinct glacial centres were not synchronous, and that some
 Arctic areas, such as Siberia and parts of Alaska, escapedl glaciation.
 J. W. G.
 MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.
 MARINE DEPOSITS OF THE PACIFIC.
 ' The Depth and .Marine Deposits of the Pacific.' By John Murray and G. W. Lee.
 With five Plates and three Maps. 'Memoirs of the Museum of Comparative
 Zoology at Harvard College,' vol. 38, No. 1. 1909.
 The marine deposits of the Pacific studied by Sir John Murray and Dr. G. W.
 Lee were collected by the late Dr. Alexander Agassiz during his third and fourth
 expeditions (1899-1900 and 1901-1905) on the U.S.S. Fish Commission steamer
 Albatross. The number of samples fully described amolunts to 13T.
 The types of deposits to which the samples are referred are as follows:
 Globigerina Ooze, Red Clay, Green Mud, Blue Mud, Calcareous Mud, Volcanic
 Sand, Diatom Ooze. All these deposits belong to the " deep-sea deposits" formed
 beyond the 100-fathom line.
 A. Pelagic Deposits. (1) Globigerina Ooze was the deposit most frequently
 met with. The organisms that make up the calcium carbonate belong mcfistly to
 pelagic Foraminifera. Among calcareous remains of other organisms that accom-
 pany the Foraminifera the most frequent are Echinoid spines and fishes' teeth.
 (2) Red Clay.--The mean percentage of calcium carbonate in the Albatross
 red clay is 5*33 per cent. The mean percentage of calcium carbonate in the red
 clay of the whole ocean is, according to the Challenger Repfrts, 8 39 per cent. from
 2000 to 2500 fathoms, and 7'16 per cent. from 2500 to 3000 fathoms. The lower
 percentage in the case of the Albatross red clay may very likely be due, as pointed
 out by the authors, to the influence of surface currents in this part of the ocean.
 (3) Diatom Ooze is represented by a most interesting sample from station
 4674, lat. 12? 14'4' S., long. 78? 43'4' W., depth 2338 fathoms. Quite 80 per cent.
 of the deposit consists of the remains of siliceous organisms. Diatoms are the most
 abundant, and are accompanied by Radiolaria and minute sponge spicules. It is
 free from the remains of lime-secretirng organisms. Numerous pebbles, from 1 to 15
 mm. in diameter, are scattered in the mass. An unusual interest attaches to this
 deposit: a diatom ooze formed in a tropical region and yet free from calcium
 carbonate. The presence of so many large fragments of rocks of continental origin
 is a most interesting feature. The authors suppose that in this case the pebbles
 have been carried from the continent to this point by some such agent as the roots
 of a floating tree, and that they happened to be in the way of the trawl, although
 otherwise quite rare.
 B. Terrigenous Deposits.-(1) Green lMud was formed in two stations, in 776
 and 1036 fathoms, and Green Sand in 556 fathoms. Glauconite is, as usual, the
 characteristic mineral of these deposits, and is accompanied by a green flocculent
 matter, which the authors show to be of vegetable origin, as had been rightly
 surmised by Sir John Murray and the late Prof. Renard.
 (2) Calcareous Mud.-In lat. 21? 4' S., long. 133? 1' W., in a depth of 2225
 fathoms, a very peculiar deposit has been found by Dr. Agassiz. It is essentially
 composed of Coccoliths and Tunicate spicules, together with a large amount of
 calcium carbonate, so finely comminuted as to appear quite amorphous under the
 microscope. As this sounding comes after a series of soundings which had revealed
 the presence of coral sand in the vicinity of Manga Reva, Sir John Murray and Dr.
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